
 

 

 

 
 
Faculty of Social, Human and Mathematical Sciences, B54 Highfield Campus,  
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Dear Sir/Madam 

Following the success of the previous STAG (Southampton Theory, Astrophysics and Gravitation 

Research Centre) public lectures, I write to invite you to the 2017 lecture. This year’s lecture,  

                ‘The curious case of the pulsating star’ 

Will be presented at 14.30 on Wednesday 8 November by Professor Jocelyn Bell Burnell, in the 
auditorium of the Turner Sims Concert Hall.   

Prof Bell Burnell inadvertently discovered pulsars as a graduate student in radio astronomy in 
Cambridge, opening up a new branch of astrophysics - work recognised by the award of a Nobel 
Prize to her supervisor. 

She has subsequently worked in many roles in many branches of astronomy, working part-time 

while raising a family. She is now a Visiting Professor in Oxford, a Pro-Chancellor of Trinity College 

Dublin, and (the first female) President of the Royal Society of Edinburgh – Scotland’s Academy. 

This lecture is aimed at local 6th form students and also invites interested members of the public 

and the wider University community to attend. 

Refreshments will be served following the lecture providing an opportunity to discuss related 

topics with Ph.D. students who will be exhibiting posters detailing their research. 

We shall also be holding an event at 11am with an interactive workshop for school pupils from KS4 

and KS5. This workshop will feature particle physics and astronomy problem solving activities, 

many of which are related to KS4 and KS5 physics. These activities are designed to highlight the 

wide range of skills used in science and hence encourage students from diverse backgrounds to 

continue studying science at KS5 and beyond. Lunch will be provided and students will be given 

the opportunity to visit physics laboratories and other parts of the campus before the afternoon 

lecture. 
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To register your groups to this event please click on the link below and quote STAG17. You can 

book either direct with the Box Office on 02380 595151 or enter it when prompted if you book on 

line.  Please also confirm if you are attending the 11am session too. 

https://www.turnersims.co.uk/events/ 

A poster advertising this event is attached. 

Should you have any questions regarding this then please contact Michelle Pemberton on 

02380593612 or email mp2c10@soton.ac.uk 

With kind regards 

  

  
Prof Kostas Skenderis 

Director of the Southampton Theory, Astrophysics and Gravity Research Centre 

Direct telephone:  +44 (0)23 80592332 

Email:  K.Skenderis@soton.ac.uk 
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